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Introduction
This booklet provides ideas to guide your reflection on your skills, strengths and
experiences so that you can construct a c.v. that highlights your match to the role you are
applying for.
We update our application documents when we apply for a role, but having your c.v. as a
living document provides an opportunity for you to add, update and amend it every time
you add a new skill or gain a new experience.
This generic c.v. then acts as a resource document from which you take the relevant skills
and experiences and construct a tailored c.v. for each job application.
Before you start send a c.v away, it is worth considering the following ideas:

Am I clear about these actions?







I have gone through the requirements of the role and checked what skills,
experience, and qualifications are required, and made a list of these.
I have a real sense of my strengths and can relate them to the specifications of the
role I am applying for.
I know how to use my experience to demonstrate evidence of my suitability for the
role by matching experience with specifications.
I can show how skills I have demonstrated in one situation can be used in other
relevant situations.
I don’t take anything for granted or make assumptions about prior knowledge of my
skills and experience.
I realise that it is my job to sell myself so that others can see that I fit the
requirements.

This booklet is broken into sections that build to support your new CV, starting with knowing
yourself – looking at your skills, knowledge and experiences and considering how these add
to your profile.
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Know yourself
What are your strengths?
The following site has an online questionnaire that asks questions about your strengths, and
provides you with a profile of these. You can then look at ideas within the page to give you
some suggestions for your personal statement.
What are your strengths – University of Kent
https://www.kent.ac.uk/careers/Choosing/strengths.htm
After completing this questionnaire, list your strengths and read the material describing
each of these.
My top five strengths are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
What are some of the words I can take from the descriptions that match my strengths?

This exercise will be used to help you construct your career statement or profile (page 25)
but if you were to summarise your strengths and how you demonstrate them in the
workplace, what would you write?
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What are your skills?
Skills audit
Adapted from UWA: Career Planning and Transition Workshop One
Doing an exercise such as that found below can provide you with a list of the skills you used
in your major achievements.
Stage 1 – Identify your achievements
In the space below list the last two roles you have held – this can include life outside work
and/or community-based positions.
Identify three to four achievements for each of these jobs – things that you are most proud
of and most enjoyed doing. If you have spent more than four years in your role, think of the
achievements in this role.
The most useful way to state the achievement is using “I” followed by an action verb, e.g. I
dealt effectively with an extremely angry customer who later returned and apologised and
thanked me for the way I handled it.
Listing these achievements will not only prove helpful in identifying your strongest skills and
attributes, but they will also help you prepare compelling examples of competencies to use
in your c.v. and job interviews.

Job 1
Job title:

Achievements (projects, problem solving, notable actions):
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Job 2
Job title:

Achievements (projects, problem solving, notable actions):

Once you have listed achievements, scan through your list and choose the three you are
most proud of and most enjoyed doing. List these achievements below.
1.
2.
3.

Thinking about these achievements, go through the list on the next pages and identify the
skills required in that achievement.
Go through the whole list and decide what skills you used for Achievement 1, and then do
the same for each of your other achievements. It is helpful to make a list of the shared skills
as these may be a strength for you.
There is space for you to include your specialist skills (Finance One) and those skills you use
outside of work.
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Achievement 1

Achievement 2

Achievement 3

Verbal communication

1

2

3

1

2

3

Speaking effectively in public
Confront and express opinions without offending
Ability to negotiate effectively
Interview people to obtain information
Handle complaints in person or over phone
Presentation skills – able to present ideas and information effectively
Persuade/influence others to a certain point of view
Promote ideas, products or services
Debate ideas with others
Facilitate and participate in group discussions and teams
Nonverbal communication
Listen “loudly” carefully and attentively and objectively
Convey a positive self-image
Use body language that makes others comfortable
Develop rapport easily with groups of people
Support learning and development in others
Express feelings through body language
Promote concepts through a variety of media
Ability to perceive and respond appropriately to non-verbal cues
Model behaviour or concepts for others
Written communication
Write effectively in a range of styles technical language, reports,
manuals, grant proposals etc.
Prepare and write logically, clearly and concisely in order to present
information, ideas and concepts.
Write copy for sales and advertising
Edit and proofread written material
Prepare revisions of written material
Utilise all forms of technology for writing
Write case studies and treatment plans
Demonstrate expertise in grammar and style
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Train/consult

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

Teach, advise, coach, mentor, empower
Conduct needs assessments
Use a variety of media for presentation
Develop educational curriculum and materials
Create and administer evaluation plan
Facilitate a group
Explain difficult ideas, complex topics
Assess learning styles and respond accordingly
Consult and recommend solutions
Write well organised and documented reports
Analyse
Study data or behaviour for meaning and solutions
Analyse quantitative, physical and/or scientific data
Write analysis of study and research
Compare and evaluate information
Systematize information and results
Apply curiosity and investigate options
Formulate insightful and relevant questions
Use technology for statistical analysis
Research
Identify appropriate information sources
Search written, oral and technological information
Interview primary sources
Hypothesize and test for results
Compile numerical and statistical data
Classify and sort information into categories
Gather information from a number of sources
Patiently search for hard-to-find information
Utilize electronic search methods
Undertake an environmental scan/survey
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Plan and organise

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

Identify and organise tasks or information
Able to multi-task, prioritise and meet deadlines
Coordinate people, activities and details
Develop a plan and set objectives
Set up and keep time schedules
Anticipate problems and respond with solutions
Develop realistic goals and action to attain them
Arrange correct sequence of information & actions
Create guidelines for implementing an action
Create efficient systems
Follow through, insure completion of a task
Counsel and serve
Counsel, advise, consult, guide others
Care for and serve people; rehabilitate, heal
Demonstrate empathy, sensitivity and patience
Help people make their own decisions
Help others improve health and welfare
Listen empathically and with objectivity
Coach, guide, encourage individuals to achieve goals
Mediate peace between conflicting parties
Knowledge of self-help theories and programs
Facilitate self-awareness in others
Interpersonal relations
Convey a sense of humour
Anticipate people's needs and reactions
Express feelings appropriately
Understand human interactions and display emotional intelligence
Encourage, empower, advocate for people
Create positive, hospitable environment
Adjust plans for the unexpected
Facilitate conflict management
Communicate well with diverse groups
Listen carefully to communication
Develop rapport
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Leadership

1

2

3

1

2

3

Envision the future and lead change
Establish policy
Set goals and determine courses of action to achieve outcomes
Ability to lead and promote positive change processes
Acknowledge and encourage team appropriately
Creative effective team culture in line with organisation values
Motivate/inspire others to achieve common goals
Create innovative solutions to complex problems
Communicate well with all levels of the organization
Develop and mentor talent
Negotiate terms and conditions
Take risks, make hard decisions, be decisive
Encourage the use of technology at all levels
Management
Manage personnel, projects and time
Foster a sense of ownership in employees and recognise effort
Delegate responsibility and review performance
Increase productivity and efficiency to achieve goals
Develop and facilitate Work Teams
Provide training for development of staff
Adjust plans/procedures for the unexpected
Manage conflict and mediate/facilitate positive solutions
Communicate well with diverse groups
Utilize technology to facilitate management
Manage risk at appropriately in line with policy
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Financial

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

Calculate, perform mathematical computations
Work with precision with numerical data
Keep accurate and complete financial records
Perform accounting functions and procedures
Compile data and apply statistical analysis
Create computer generated charts for presentation
Use computer software for records and analysis
Forecast, estimate expenses and income
Appraise and analyse costs – financial management
Create and justify organization's budget to others
Accountancy
Administrative
Communicate well with key people in organization
Identify and purchase necessary resource materials
Organise, improve, adapt office systems
Track progress of projects and troubleshoot
Achieve goals within budget and time schedule
Assign tasks and sets standards for support staff
Hire and supervise temporary personnel as needed
Demonstrate flexibility during crisis
Create and innovate
Visualize concepts and results
Intuit strategies and solutions
Brainstorm and make use of group synergy
Invent products through experimentation
Utilize computer software for artistic creations
Work survival
Implementing decisions
Cooperation
Interpretation and application of policies
Managing time and stress
Attending to detail
Taking initiative and responsibility in work
Seeking professional development opportunities
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Critical thinking/problem solving

1

2

3

1

2

3

Specialist skills

1

2

3

Other skills, e.g. from social or leisure pursuits

1

2

3

Anticipating and accounting for problems
Defining issues, their cause and devising possible solutions
Creating innovate solutions to complex problems
Involving group/team members to evaluate solutions
Develop plans to implement solutions
Construct and operate
Assemble and install technical equipment
Build a structure, follow proper sequence
Understand blueprints and architectural specs
Repair machines
Analyse and correct plumbing or electrical problems
Use tools and machines
Master athletic skills
Landscape and farm
Drive and operate vehicles
Use scientific or medical equipment

Fill in the list on the next page with your top 8 skills and provide examples demonstrating
how you used them. There is extra space to allow you to build this list as you gain additional
skills. These skills may be specified within job advertisements, and this exercise will allow
you to match where and how you have utilised a specific skill in the past. You can then use
these examples within your c.v. and your interview.
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Your skills

Example: Creating innovate
solutions to complex
problems

Examples of use
Example 1. Two VIPs arrived very early for their meetings. I
arranged for a campus tour for the visitor with the later
appointment time and a library tour for the other. They both
enjoyed their tours.
Example 2. I could not make a scheduled time management
workshop so I asked for a copy of the material and asked a
colleague to talk with me. .
Example 3. The heating broke in our office and I arranged for
blankets for everyone.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
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Capabilities
Adapted from UWA: Career Planning and Transition: Workshop One
While skills are something you learn how to do and can be increased with practice,
capabilities are deep rooted abilities that can be applied in many contexts. If you think
about the capabilities on this list, you can think about how they would work within any
context or environment. Each capability might include a bundle of skills, perception and
ability.
Doing an exercise such as this can provide you with a vocabulary for describing your
capabilities.
Rate your capability across the following key areas by placing a tick in the relevant
column:
Capability
Adaptability
Creativity and innovation
Customer Focus
Conceptual and analytical ability
Commercial acumen
Decisiveness
Detail focus
Developing and coaching others
Drive and commitment
Empathy and cultural awareness
Flexibility
Initiative and accountability
Relationship building
Resilience
Self-confidence
Teamwork
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Developing

Competent

Highly
Capable

Capability

Developing

Competent

Highly
Capable

Written communication
Verbal communication
Presentation skills
Computer skills
Interpersonal skills
Organising and planning
Self-management
Leadership
Influence and negotiation
Strategic planning
Organisational awareness
Environmental scanning
Systems thinking
Policy skills
Problem solving
Project management
Stakeholder management
People management
Change management
Resource management
Conflict management
Contract management
Consultancy
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Review those capabilities that you marked as Highly Capable. Consider examples of where
and when you have used each capability and what the result was. Write these down for use
when addressing selection criteria or answering interview questions. Asterisk any
capabilities you feel are in demand in the employment market.
Capability
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Example of where and when

Understand the role
Now that you have a better sense of both your skills and your capabilities, the next stage is
to look at a particular role to see if it fits your skill set.

Research the job
Understanding the role means more than reading the job description. You are researching
the company, their role, how this vacancy sits within the organisation and finally whether it
is a good fit for your values or career.
Read the job description, the advertisement and any other documentation thoroughly to
understand what the employer wants.
Research the employer and look at any websites that provide a sense of the organisational
culture.
Employers tend to look at four different areas in their future employees, and all four
may be found within a job description. They will have an idea of the knowledge they
require, the skills that you move into the role with, how you can use those skills and
finally, your attitudes to work, team work etc.
1. Knowledge: The experience and qualifications you possess
2. Skill: The skills you can demonstrate
3. Capabilities: Your ability to carry out a range of tasks within your skill set and grow
in the role
4. Attitude: Your personal characteristics, including teamwork, your enthusiasm, your
positivity, and your willingness to learn and grow
You have a sense of your skills, your knowledge and your capabilities and you will know your
personal characteristics. Does your understanding of yourself match what the employer is
looking for?
On the following page is an advertisement and a job description. Look at the documents
accompanying this role and highlight the knowledge, skills, capabilities, and attitudes that
are required by the employer.
Knowledge

Things you know (The Employment Act)

Skills

Things you can do (Write a formal business report)

Capability

A practical ability that is utilised in multiple contexts. (I have an eye
for detail)

Attitude

The personality you bring to work (positive)
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Measure your fit for the role
Analyse this ad

The job description specifications
Qualifications and experience
Essential
Excellent communication and interpersonal skills
Excellent organisational and administration skills
Possess a good level of computer literacy, including spreadsheets, databases and word
processing programmes
Desirable
An understanding and working knowledge of building control’s regulatory framework.
Administration or building related qualification
Previous building control/compliance experience (at least 2 years)
Good working knowledge of the Building Act and local building control processes
Personal specification
A demonstrated ability to work independently
Be capable of writing formal reports and correspondence
Be able to plan, organise and manage workloads and resources to achieve position
requirements and meet deadlines
Be a positive, pro-active and valued member of the team
Liaise effectively and efficiently with the public and all Council staff
Be genuinely committed to providing a high level of customer service
Be enthusiastic, energetic and self-motivated
Be productive, end result orientated and have an inquisitive mind
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From these documents, it looks like the employer is looking for the following:

Job requirements
Knowledge

Knowledge around earthquake standards
Knowledge around writing processes
An understanding and working knowledge of building control’s
regulatory framework
An administration or building-related qualification
Previous building control/compliance experience (at least 2 years)
Good working knowledge of the Building Act and local building control
processes

Skills

Excellent communication skills
Excellent interpersonal skills
Excellent organisational skills
Excellent administration skills
Leadership skills

Capabilities

Able to develop key processes around specialised areas
Be able to write formal reports and correspondence
Have a good level of computer literacy, including spreadsheets,
databases and word processing programmes
Be able to plan, organise and manage workloads and resources to
achieve position requirements and meet deadlines
Liaise effectively and efficiently with the public and all Council staff

Attitudes

A can-do attitude
A demonstrated ability to work independently
Enjoy variety
Don't take yourself too seriously
Be a positive, pro-active team member
Be genuinely committed to providing a high level of customer service
Be enthusiastic, energetic and self-motivated
Be productive, end result orientated and have an inquisitive mind
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Exercise
Choose a job that is of interest to you and complete the chart below to gauge your fit:
Job requirements
Knowledge

Skills

Capabilities

Attitudes
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My history and examples

Construct your CV
Overview










Aim for a length of 3-4 pages
No spelling or grammar mistakes
Check that the same font is used
Appeal to the eye – use plenty of white space
Make it relevant to this particular position
Use action words (developed, planned, organised)
Use bullet points to summarise information
Keep it simple, structured, succinct, and significant
Focus on achievements, not your tasks

Formatting your CV
Adapted from http://www.otago.ac.nz/career-development/jobs/cv/write/otago278201.html
Start thinking about how to present your c.v information. There is no set format but there
are some aspects to think about.

Anticipate the reader’s response and behaviour
To put an effective c.v together, you need to anticipate what the reader will want and how
they will behave. We know that prospective employers look at a lot of c.v.s, and they may
not enjoy the process or have a lot of time to look at each one in depth, so often they will do
a first selection to remove any c.v.s that do not demonstrate the skills they are looking for.
So, we need them to pick up all the reasons why they shouldn’t put your c.v in the bin, and
no reasons why they should.
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Use your layout design to make the most of the first skim-read
Layout is our first weapon here – we need to make sure everything that goes in your favour
is in the right place so that they pick it up in a skim-read – a super-quick glance.
We can do this using simple psychology to predict their behaviour:





English readers read from left to right, and down the page, so when we skim-read,
we skim the left hand side of the page
Left to right and down is how we also prioritise reading, so we can position items of
information across the page accordingly (most important on the left, medium
importance in the middle and low importance on the right), and down the page in
order of importance
When we skim-read a block of text, we generally read the first word and a word
somewhere in the middle and not much else, so blocks of text should be avoided bullet points work much better on a skim-read, and they're much easier to arrange
so that the most important information is on the left-hand side of the page

Skim-reading prime position: Make the most of the left-hand side of the page



Important information, like your name, qualifications, and skills, should all appear on
the left
Less important information, like contact details, and the dates associated with your
education and work history, should appear further to the right, leaving the left-hand
side as a position of emphasis

Your layout design should also employ some strategic formatting to help the reader to 'pick
up' the important information when they skim-read:






Titles, subtitles, qualifications, and positions in bold
Make sure the page is not cluttered, and has plenty of white space
Staggering margins away from the left-hand edge creates and reinforces a hierarchy
of importance
Present information in bite-sized bullet points, which are placed away from the lefthand margin so they don't disrupt the skim-reading process
So, your reader will skim-read your c.v. when they first receive it, and will pick up
stuff on the left-hand side of the page, so you need to put the information that will
convince them your c.v. is worth reading properly on the left

Take advantage of automatic top-bottom hierarchy
Your reader will read for importance down the page as well as from left to right –
information placed at the top of a section or page, at the left-hand side, will be read as more
important than information placed at the end of a section, or on the right.
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Avoid big blocks of text
Potential employers are in a hurry – they’re unlikely to read anything that looks like a block
of text properly, so split blocks of text up into smaller bullet points instead.

Some rules about fonts in CV design







Never use a fancy font like Curlz, Comic Sans or Joker. Stick to traditional fonts.
If you choose a design font like Candara (a bit unusual, but still traditional), you’re
best to choose the same font for your contact details.
Always use the same font as you use for your contact details for the main content of
your CV, so you need to choose a very clear font for this.
If you use a different font for your name, you can also use this font for the main
headings in your CV.
Never use more than two fonts in a CV – too many different fonts will make your CV
look messy!
If you choose a fancier design font for your name, the rest of your CV should be in a
very simple, sans-serif font, like Gill Sans or Arial.
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Personal details






Name
Address
Phone number
Email address
Optional:
o LinkedIn
o Professional blog sites

Personal or career statement
This is a summary of your experience or your key strengths that relate to this role. It should
be matched to what the employer wants.

Using the University of Kent Strengths Test to build your statement
I did the test at https://www.kent.ac.uk/careers/Choosing/strengths.htm and found that my
main strengths were:
Creative (14), conscientious (11) and determined (13) with leadership (12) skills.
I then looked at the information that they held about each of these categories and thought
about how I used these skills in the workplace.
Creatives are full of ideas. They are original, ingenious and quick to find new
perspectives. They are good at thinking of novel and productive ways to do things
and introduce new ideas to groups in which they work.
I really enjoy thinking through a problem and coming up with the perfect solution. I
developed a new form of customer service training that involves the staff interviewing their
customers. The staff really engaged with it and there have been resulting changes in
practice.
Conscientious individuals have strong self-control. They are responsible, diligent
and usually somewhat cautious and slow to act. They tend to plan in advance and
focus on achieving their aims, focusing on goals, and following things through to
completion. They are well organised, purposeful, and determined.
I believe that good planning eliminates risk. I see a task through to completion and focus on
the goal itself. I then reflect on the planning and use lessons learnt to construct templates
that assist planning in the future. I organise the General Staff Conference every two years.
Determined people take pleasure in completing tasks and persevere to achieve
whatever they are striving for. They work hard to reach their goals and tackle
obstacles as they arise. They finish what they start. They are resilient, taking a
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positive attitude towards frustration and failure. They persevere when things are
not working out and persist in a course of action in spite of obstacles. They tend to
be intrinsically motivated and do not need extrinsic rewards (money, prizes etc.) to
help them achieve.
I don’t see obstacles as final, rather I see them as a temporary barrier that requires some
workarounds or new paths. I sometimes find that these solutions are better than the initial
idea. When I cannot get the teaching space I have planned for, I amend my plan to make the
most of the space I can get. This adaptability means that I am ready for any disruption.
Leaders consciously seek, and frequently obtain, leadership roles. They usually
lead and coordinate the team effort. They are good at persuading people to their
point of view. They stick up for their opinions and try to argue persuasively and
with logic for them.
I like creating successful teams where people feel valued for their skills and recognised for
the contribution they make. Goals are achieved by teams that have a sense of collective
purpose and individual commitment.

I can then construct a personal or career statement:
My strengths are around the creation of productive ideas to solve problems and the building of
cohesive teams to achieve these solutions. My positive and adaptable approach to any obstacles
faced has resulted in some innovative and effective solutions, all geared towards the successful
achievement of objectives.

Skills, experience, and abilities





Highlight 6-10 of your skills and abilities – but don’t make them too long.
List a combination of skills – specific, generic/transferable skills, IT skills, etc.
Each skill must be credible, demonstrable, and specific.
Try to expand your competencies by adding more detail as to how you have used
them, or where they were developed.

Work experience






List your most recent position first.
Include both the month and year started and finished at each job.
Explain any long gaps.
Provide 2-3 lines on what the position involved that will help the reader understand
what the role entailed/what you actually did.
If you have had any significant achievements in the role, include them as well.
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Education



List your most recent education first.
List relevant education.

Interests



Include memberships in professional organisations.
Mention any relevant volunteer work.

Notes
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Writing Skills Statements
Skills statements are designed to provide evidence of how you used particular skills. Here
are some sample skills statements that illustrate this.
Analytical & Problem Solving:
I noticed that our process seemed lengthy and did not provide good customer service
to our students so I analysed the current process, identified road blocks and designed
two options that would make the process quicker and more customer focused. The
process has since been adopted by our department and has produced quicker
processing times for students.
Time management:
Having undertaken part time study while also working full time I needed to plan my
time carefully in order to meet competing deadlines. My careful scheduling and
prioritising resulted in my maintaining an A average for the semester as well as
organising a major conference for my department.
Leadership:
As the chair of the organising committee for our Administrators symposium, I
successfully organised a yearly event for over 200 administrators. As the chair, I ran
the committee meetings, liaised with stakeholders and dealt with supply problems.

Using the STAR approach to construct your statement
STAR stands for the four components of construction that enable others to understand the
context and situation surrounding your skill use.
Teamwork
Situation

I am a member of a large team that has competing deadlines and often
is required to work flexibly during times of high need. As a team
member I have assisted and supported other team members during
their high need times and they do the same for me.

Task

Our team prides itself on our flexibility and ability to do each other’s
roles and this was important when one of our colleagues had an
accident that meant she was away from work at a crucial time.

Action

This has meant that I could do part of a colleague’s role when she had
an accident and others in the team picked up other elements of her
role.

Result

Our customers did not notice any change in response times and I
picked up some more skills and experience.
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Construct your cover letter
A cover letter is a one-page, targeted, precise, and interesting communication tool that
provides an opportunity for you to highlight skills and experience, and express an interest in
the position. The aim of a cover letter is to encourage the employer to look closely at the
accompanying CV and to invite you to an interview.

Structure
Formal letter


Address it to a specific person.

Heading



Identify the role and vacancy number.
You could also add where you saw the job advertised.

Paragraph one
Cover why you’re suitable for the job, what attracted you to this type of work, why you’re
interested in working for the company, and what you can offer the organisation.

Paragraph two
Highlight relevant experience and demonstrate how your skills match the specific
requirements of the job description.

Paragraph three
Summarise any additional strengths and explain how these could benefit the company. If
you have any gaps to explain, you could do so now: While I do not have a formal qualification,
I have 10 years’ experience at a senior level, which has provided me with the knowledge and skills
required.

Paragraph four
Use the short closing paragraph to round up your letter. Reiterate you interest in the role
and indicate your desire for a personal interview. Finish by thanking the employer and how
you are looking forward to receiving a response.
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Sample cover letter
Amy Administrator
4 Bridge Street
Dunedin 9035

1 July 2017

Paula Publicity
World Publishing Ltd
Dunedin 9054

Dear Ms Publicity,

Re: Departmental Manager Role (Vacancy 12456) advertised on SEEK

I would like to apply for the role of Departmental Manager as advertised on SEEK. I am particularly
interested in this position as my skills and competencies reflect your need for superior customer service
standards and continuous improvement in process design.

I have spent the last ten years as Departmental Manager within the publishing industry, moving from
Departmental Assistant to Departmental Manager. In my last role, I was the team leader in the process
improvement project looking at increased customer service standards, and I was asked to share our
completed best practice procedures at the Administrators’ Conference last year, as they had been very
successful.

The job description states that the role requires a level of knowledge around the publishing of children’s
books. In my last role at EarlyBird Publishing, we increased our children’s selection by 48% and I was
responsible for the contracting of authors and illustrators as well as organising very successful publicity
events in both Dunedin and Auckland. This role provided me with a level of knowledge around the specific
requirements and challenges in publishing for children.

Thank you for considering my application and please contact me if you require any further information.

Yours sincerely,
A Administrator
Amy Administrator
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Notes

30
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HR Professional Development
270 Leith Walk, Dunedin Campus
hrtraining@otago.ac.nz

